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Abstract

Large type hierarchies are an integral part of many databases, including in particular lexicons
for natural-language parsers. Due to their size and complexity, it is often impractical to provide a
complete specification. Rather, anopen specificationis employed, in which properties of the hier-
archy are specified by constraints. Unfortunately, the great expressive power of open specification
comes at the expense of considerable computational complexity, with essential tasks rendered NP-
hard. For this reason, most existing systems use a very simple set of default rules to determine the
semantics, thus limiting the most desirable feature of openspecification – wide expressive power.

In this work, it is shown how open specification with a relatively expressive set of constraints
may be realized, while still keeping the computational complexity within reasonable limits. The
key to the approach is to replace the full logical formulas ofgeneral open specification with
formulas based upon a special class of disjunctions of Horn sentences. The resulting time com-
plexity, while greater than the linear complexity of propositional Horn inference, is still better
than quadratic, and close to linear in many cases.

1. Introduction
Type hierarchies are ubiquitous in knowledge representation, forming the cornerstones of topics such
as description logics [3] and Formal Concept Analysis [14].Within the context of database systems,
they have a long history, beginning with early work on deductive database systems [21]; more recently,
they have become one of the cornerstones of modern object-oriented database systems [2]. Such
hierarchies are also central within the modern study of object-oriented programming languages, as
well as within knowledge representation for artificial intelligence and natural-language processing.

For these reasons, type hierarchies have been studied extensively, in many different forms and
in many different ways. The key property is unquestionably inheritance, and for this reason it has
also been the most widely studied. There are however, other properties which are of substantial
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Figure 1: A graphical presentation of a type hierarchy.

importance in certain applications. One of these isclosure. Consider the simple (parameterless)
type hierarchy depicted in Figure 1. Under the convention that moving downwards in the hierarchy
represents specialization, one may safely conclude thatκ5≤ κ1 andκ5≤ κ2. To give formal meaning
to these statements, assign to each typeτ a set

�
(τ) of objects of typeτ; the objects being taken

from a universe� . The statementsκ5 ≤ κ1 andκ5 ≤ κ2 then have the meanings
�
(κ5) ⊆

�
(κ1) and�

(κ5) ⊆
�
(κ2), respectively. Thus,

�
(κ5) ⊆

�
(κ1)∩

�
(κ2) as well. Meet closureasks whether this

inclusion is exact; that is, whether
�
(κ5) =

�
(κ1)∩

�
(κ2) holds. In words, meet closure states that

theonlyobjects of typeκ5 are those which are either of typeκ1 or else of typeκ2. Meet closure is of
great importance in certain applications, most notably in the context of the operation of unification on
typed feature structures [6, Ch. 3], particularly in support of natural-language parsing systems based
upon formalisms such as HPSG [22]. The dual notion is that ofjoin closure; for example, one may
ask whether

�
(κ1)∪

�
(κ2) =

�
(κ8) holds, rather than just the weaker condition

�
(κ1)∪

�
(κ2)⊆

�
(κ8).

Although less widely seen, this notion also has applicability in disjunctive unification [10].
In most situations, meet closure is an all-or-nothing proposition. Either no such closure is en-

forced, or else it is assumed that it holds for all triples(τ1,τ2,τ3), with τ3 the greatest lower bound
(glb) of τ1 andτ2. For such an approach to apply, the hierarchy must have a unique glb for each pair
of elements. Such an assumption is implicit in many frameworks, such as ACQUILEX [9] and LKB
[7], both of which are closely tied to the formal underpinnings of LFG [4], [8]. The hierarchy of
Figure 1 fails to have such unique glb’s, sinceκ4 andκ6 are incomparable maximal lower bounds of
{κ2,κ3}. However, if the line fromκ3 to κ4 is removed, the resulting hierarchy has unique glb’s. A
dual property relates least upper bounds (lub’s) and join closure.

In the work reported in this paper,open specificationof such constraints is studied. Rather than
requiring every glb (resp. lub) to satisfy the meet closure property (resp. join closure property), such
constraints are listed explicitly for those sets of types which have a glb (resp. lub). Open specification
is important in many applications, because while closure may be known in some instances, in a large
database, it is rarely known in all. Within the context of open specification, inference of constraints
becomes central. First and foremost, it is critical to know whether a set of constraints is consistent (the
property ofsatisfiability). In addition, given that some inheritance and closure constraints hold, it is
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important to know which others must hold as well (the property of inference). Of course, satisfiability
may be viewed as a special case of inference.

The particular emphasis in this work is upon effective algorithms for constraint inference. As such,
it builds upon the earlier work [17] and [18]. In [17], the formal groundwork for the problems con-
sidered here was developed, and it was shown that the generalsatisfiability problem is NP-complete.
In [18], the notion of semantics was developed in detail, anda heuristic strategy for identifying mod-
els was presented. In this paper, it is shown that by limitingthe class of constraints appropriately,
powerful techniques developed for inference on Horn clauses [11] may be brought to bear on this
problem.

The work reported here was motivated largely by the use of type hierarchies in the context of
HPSG [22]. Thus, attention is focused entirely upon finite, parameterless type hierarchies. Although
such hierarchies are important in their own right, it is undeniable that parameterized hierarchies of all
sorts are of great importance in other contexts. The work reported herein is a complement to work
such as that of, for example, [13] and others, which work withconstraint inference on parameterized
hierarchies. Before the issues of of complexity of open specification are understood for parameterized
hierarchies, they must be mastered in the simple, parameterless setting. Both constraint inference and
well-formedness of inheritance are critical concepts. Eventually, it will be appropriate to unify the
two notions in a single framework, but for now, it seems prudent to study inference within a relatively
simple framework.

2. Modelling of Type Hierarchies
In this section, the basic formal ideas about the syntax and semantics of type hierarchies are devel-
oped. Some of the notions parallel those developed in [18]; however, much has been re-worked to
make the ideas more accessible and unified. The reader is alsoreferred to [19] for a more formal
development of the underpinnings of such hierarchies.

2.1 A taxonomy of constraints A clean setis any finite setP which does not contain either of
the special symbols⊥ and>. DefineAug(P) = P∪{⊥,>}. The elements⊥ and> are called the
extreme types; the elements ofP are called thebase types. As shall soon be formalized,> (resp.⊥)
represents the greatest (resp. least) type in the hierarchy.

There is a taxonomy of constraints which will be used throughout this work; it is summarized in
Table 1. This rather pedantic classification is necessary because of the need to isolate special classes
of formulas for the algorithms which are developed in the following sections.

An elementary positive meet constrainthas the form (
d
{τ1,τ2, ..,τn} ≤ τ), with the τi ’s and

τ members ofAug(P). As shown in Table 1, the set of all such constraints overP is denoted
ElemConstr+u (P). In this context,

d
represents a lattice-like meet operation; not logical conjunc-

tion. The normal variants associated with such lattice notation are allowed. For example, both
(τ ≥

d
{τ1,τ2, ..,τn}) and (τ1u τ2u ..u τn ≤ τ). are synonyms for the above formula. In partic-

ular, (τ1 ≤ τ) is a synonym for(
d
{τ1} ≤ τ). The elementary positive join constraints, denoted

ElemConstr+t (P), are defined dually, as elaborated in the second entry of Table 1. Similar synonym
conventions apply. Together, the elementary positive meetand join constraints comprise the elemen-
tary positive constraints, denotedElemConstr+(P). It does not suffice to consider meets and joins of
only two elements; for example, it is quite possible to express the constraint

d
{τ1,τ2,τ3} ≤ τ without
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Symbol Formula Bindings

ElemConstr+u (P) (
d
{τ1,τ2, ..,τn} ≤ τ) τ1,τ2, ..,τn,τ ∈ Aug(P)

ElemConstr+t (P) (τ≤
F

{τ1,τ2, ..,τn}) τ1,τ2, ..,τn,τ ∈ Aug(P)

ElemConstr+(P) ϕ ϕ ∈ ElemConstr+u (P)∪ElemConstr+t (P)

Constraints+u (P) ϕ1∧ϕ2∧ . . .∧ϕn ϕ1,ϕ2, . . .ϕn ∈ ElemConstr+u (P)

Constraints+t (P) ϕ1∧ϕ2∧ . . .∧ϕn ϕ1,ϕ2, . . .ϕn ∈ ElemConstr+t (P)

Constraints+(P) ϕ1∧ϕ2∧ . . .∧ϕn ϕ1,ϕ2, . . .ϕn ∈ ElemConstr+(P)

ElemConstr−u (P) (¬ϕ) ϕ ∈ ElemConstr+u (P)

ElemConstr−t (P) (¬ϕ) ϕ ∈ ElemConstr+t (P)

ElemConstr−(P) (¬ϕ) ϕ ∈ ElemConstr+(P)

Constraints−u (P) ϕ1∨ϕ2∨ . . .∨ϕn ϕ1,ϕ2, . . .ϕn ∈ ElemConstr−u (P)

Constraints−t (P) ϕ1∨ϕ2∨ . . .∨ϕn ϕ1,ϕ2, . . .ϕn ∈ ElemConstr−t (P)

Constraints−(P) ϕ1∨ϕ2∨ . . .∨ϕn ϕ1,ϕ2, . . .ϕn ∈ ElemConstr−(P)

Constraints(P) ϕ ϕ ∈ Constraints+(P)∪Constraints−(P)

Table 1: Definitions of constraint sets over the setP.

any explicit specification involving
d
{τ1,τ2},

d
{τ1,τ3}, or

d
{τ2,τ3}.

The positive meet constraints(resp.positive join constraints), resp. positive constraintson P,
denotedConstraints+u (P), (resp. Constraints+t (P), resp.] Constraints+(P)), are built up from the
elementary positive meet constraints (resp. positive joinconstraints, resp. positive constraints) using
the usual logical connective of conjunction.

To every positive constraintϕ there is a corresponding negative constraint, denotedϕ. If ϕ is
an elementary positive constraint, thenϕ is just (¬ϕ). If ϕ = ϕ1∧ϕ2∧ . . .∧ϕn is a general positive
constraint, thenϕ = (¬ϕ1)∨(¬ϕ2)∨ . . .∨(¬ϕn). Logically, ϕ is always equivalent to(¬ϕ); however,
it is furthermore required to have the specific syntactic form shown. This association of positive
constraints to negative is clearly injective; the inverse operator is also denoted by overbar. Thus,
ϕ = ϕ, in a true syntactic sense (as well as a natural semantic sense to be formalized shortly).

LetC be the name denoting any of the sets of positive constraints;i.e., any of the first six elements
in the first column of Table 1. Then the name for{ϕ | ϕ ∈C} is obtained by replacing the superscript
“+” with “−” in the nameC. The name itself is obtained in the obvious way, by replacing“positive”
with “negative.” Thus,ElemConstr−t is the set of allelementary negative join constraints.

The set ofconstraintsonP is justConstraints(P) = Constraints+(P)∪Constraints−(P). If Φ is a
set of constraints,Φ+ denotes the positive constraints inΦ, while Φ− denotes the negative. Clearly,
Φ = Φ+∪Φ−, with the union disjoint.

Table 2 shows abbreviations for some common constraints. The first entry is a positive meet
constraint (inConstraints+u (P)) , the second is a positive join constraint (inConstraints+t (P)), the third
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is both a positive meet constraint and a positive join constraint, while the fourth is a negative constraint
which is in bothConstraints−u (P) andConstraints−t (P). None of these constraints is elementary. The
last entry,(τ1 < τ2), must be regarded as two distinct constraints, the first positive and the second
negative.

Finally, there are a few notational items. For any constraint ϕ, Length(ϕ) denotes the number of
symbols in the string representingϕ (with each type assumed to have a length of one).Count∨(ϕ)
denotes the number of disjuncts inϕ, and is only nontrivial in the case of non-elementary negative
constraints. For a setΦ of formulas,Count∨(Φ) = ∑ϕ∈Φ Count∨(ϕ). Similarly,Disjuncts(ϕ) denotes
the set of disjuncts of a constraintϕ.

Abbreviation Full Formula(s)

(
d
{τ1,τ2, . . . ,τn}= τ) (

d
{τ1,τ2, . . . ,τn} ≤ τ)∧(τ≤ τ1)∧(τ≤ τ2)∧..∧(τ≤ τn)

(τ =
F

{τ1,τ2, . . . ,τn}) (τ≤
F

{τ1,τ2, . . . ,τn})∧(τ1≤ τ)∧(τ2≤ τ)∧ . . .∧(τn≤ τ)

(τ1 = τ2) (τ1≤ τ2)∧(τ2≤ τ1)

(τ1 6= τ2) (¬(τ1≤ τ2))∨(¬(τ2≤ τ1))

(τ1 < τ2) (τ1≤ τ2),(¬(τ2≤ τ1))

Table 2: Common abbreviations for constraints.

2.2 Specifications and interpretations An open specificationis a pair(P,Φ), in which P is a
finite clean set andΦ ⊆ Constraints(P). The adjectivespositive, negative, andelementaryare used
precisely when every element ofΦ has the associated property.

An interpretationfor P is a pairM = (� ,
�
), in which � is a finite nonempty set, called the

universe of objects, and
�

: Aug(P)→ 2� is a function which associates a subset of� to each type in
Aug(P), subject to the conditions that

�
(>) = � and

�
(⊥) = /0. The constraint(

d
{τ1,τ2, ..,τn} ≤ τ)

is satisfiedby M if
�
(τi)∩

�
(τ2)∩ ..∩

�
(τn) ⊆

�
(τ). Similarly, (τ ≤

F

{τ1,τ2, ..,τn}) is satisfiedby
M if

�
(τ)⊆

�
(τi)∪

�
(τ2)∪ ..∪

�
(τn). Satisfaction for other constraints is obtained by applying these

definitions to their representations in the obvious way. More precisely,ϕ1∧ϕ2∧ . . .∧ϕn is satisfied by
M if eachϕi , 1≤ i ≤ n, is satisfied byM; ϕ1∨ϕ2∨ . . .∨ϕn is satisfied byM if at least oneϕi , 1≤ i ≤ n,
is satisfied byM; and(¬ϕ) is satisfied byM if ϕ is not satisfied byM. In general, ifϕ is a constraint
andM is an interpretation, thenM |= ϕ denotes thatϕ is satisfied byM. If Φ is a set of constraints,
M |= Φ holds iff M |= ϕ for eachϕ ∈ Φ. A modelof (P,Φ) is an interpretationM for P for which
M |= ϕ holds for eachϕ ∈Φ.

Let M = (� ,
�
) be an interpretation forP. For each nonempty subset� ⊆ � , define the�-

projectionof M to beM|� = (� ,
�
|� ), with

�
|� : Aug(P)→ 2� given byS 7→

�
(S)∩ � . Conversely,

let Mi = (� i ,
�

i) be interpretations forP for i = 1,2. Assume further that�1∩ �2 = /0. Theprod-

uct interpretation M1×M2 is given by(�1∪�2,
�

1×
�

2), with
�

1×
�

2 : Aug(P)→ 2�1∪�2 given by
S 7→

�
1(S)∪

�
2(S). This definition extends easily to any finite number of interpretations. Note that,

for any interpretationM = (� ,
�
), ∏a∈� M|{a} is justM, up to a renaming of

�
.
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Thesizeof an interpretationM = (� ,
�
) is the cardinality of� ; an interpretation of sizem is often

called anm-element interpretation.

2.3 Theorem — Characterization of models Let (P,Φ) be an open specification, and let(� ,
�
)

be an interpretation for P. Then M is a model for(P,Φ) iff the following two conditions are satisfied.

(a) For eachϕ ∈Φ+ and every a∈ � , M|{a} |= ϕ.

(b) For eachϕ ∈Φ−, there is an a∈ � with the property that M|{a} |= ϕ.

PROOF: For Φ ⊆ ElemConstr+(P), the result is immediate, since the basic set operations involved
(∪, ∩, and⊆) are all defined pointwise. Forϕ = ϕ1∧ϕ2∧ . . .ϕn ∈ Constraints+(P), with eachϕi ∈
ElemConstr+(P), it suffices to note thatM |= ϕ iff M |= ϕi for eachi, and then to replaceΦ with
(Φ∪{ϕ1,ϕ2, . . . ,ϕn})\{ϕ}. Thus, the results holds wheneverΦ⊆ Constraints+(P).

For (¬ϕ) ∈ ElemConstr−(P), (¬ϕ) |= M iff M 6|= ϕ. However, in view of the argument of the
previous paragraph,M 6|= ϕ holds iff M|{a} 6|= ϕ holds for somea∈ � . Thus, the result holds whenever
Φ ⊆ ElemConstr−(P). For ϕ = (¬ϕ1)∨(¬ϕ2)∨ . . .∨(¬ϕn) ∈ Constraints−(P), M |= ϕ iff M |= (¬ϕi)
holds for somei, which is true iffM 6|= ϕi holds for somei, which in turn holds iffM|{a} 6|= ϕi for some
a∈ � . Thus, the result holds forΦ⊆Constraints−(P) as well. Now, sinceΦ+ = Φ∩Constraints+(P),
andΦ− = Φ∩Constraints−(P), to obtain the result for an arbitraryΦ it suffices to combine the results
for Constraints+(P) andConstraints−(P). 2

2.4 Corollary — Adequacy of one-element models Let(P,Φ) be an open specification for which
Φ− contains at most one element. In other words, assume that allof the constraints inΦ, except
possibly one, are positive. Then(P,Φ) has a model iff it has a one-element model.

PROOF: Let M be any model of(P,Φ). In view of 2.3(a), for everya∈ � , M|a is a model ofΦ+. Thus,
if Φ− = /0, M|a is a model ofΦ for everya∈ � . On the other hand, ifΦ− 6= /0, then by assumption
it is a singleton;i.e., Φ− = {ϕ} for someϕ ∈ Constraints−(P). In view of 2.3(b), there is ana∈ �
for which M|a is a model ofϕ. By 2.3(a),M|a is also a model of every member ofΦ+, whence it is a
model ofΦ, as required. Thus, ifΦ has a model, then it has a one-element model.

The converse is trivial.2

2.5 Examples Let P0 = {κ1,κ2,κ3,κ4,κ5,κ6,κ7,κ8,κ9}. This set will be used as the base types
for three different examples, presented below. Each of these examples is consistent with the diagram
of Figure 1, although none is completely represented by it. In all cases, the constraints are represented
formally; the diagram is just an incomplete visual approximation of them.

First, letΦ0 = {(
d
{κ1,κ2}= κ5), (

d
{κ2,κ3}= κ6), (

d
{κ1,κ3}= κ4), (

d
{κ3,κ9}=⊥), (κ1≤

κ8), (κ2 ≤ κ8), (κ3 ≤ κ8), (κ4 ≤ κ5), (κ7 ≤ κ4), (κ7 ≤ κ6)}. All of the constraints inΦ0 are
positive. Thus, in view of 2.3, if it has a model,(P0,Φ0) has a one-element model. Indeed, one
may defineM00 = ({a0},

�
00) with

�
00(τ) = /0 for all τ ∈ Aug(P) \ {>}, and

�
00(>) = {a0}. Given

a set of positive constraints which does not include any (equivalents of) joins of the form(
F

S=
>), it is always possible to assign the empty set to every type inP. Of course, other models are
also possible. For example, one may defineM01 = ({a0},

�
01) with

�
00(τ) = /0 for τ ∈ {⊥,κ7}, and�

00(τ) = {a0} otherwise. Many other, similar models are possible, since there are no constraints
which force elements to be distinct (other than⊥ and>).
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Next, some distinctness constraints are added. LetΦ1 = Φ0∪{(κ1 6= κ2), (κ1 6= κ3), (κ2 6= κ3)}.
It is no longer possible to construct a one-element model. Indeed, sinceκ1, κ2, andκ3 must have
distinct values, a domain with at least two elements is required. First of all, defineM11 = ({a1},

�
11),

with
�

11(κ1) =
�

11(κ8) = {a1}, and
�

11(τ) = /0 otherwise. Likewise, defineM12 = ({a2},
�

12), with�
12(κ2) =

�
(κ8) = {a2}, and

�
11(τ) = /0 otherwise. It is easy to see that bothM11 andM12 are models

of Φ0. Furthermore,M11 is a model of(κ1 6= κ2) and(κ1 6= κ3), whileM12 is a model of(κ1 6= κ2) and
(κ2 6= κ3). Thus, in view of 2.3,M11×M12 is a model ofΦ1. Of course, for symmetry, it is possible
to add a third modelM13 = ({a3},

�
13), with

�
12(κ3) =

�
(κ8) = {a3}, and

�
11(τ) = /0 otherwise.

However, the product of just two models suffices. In general,if k elements are required to be distinct,
a model with at leastdlog2(k)e elements is required.

Now, suppose that(¬(κ4 ≤ κ6)) is specified as well; letΦ2 = Φ0∪{(¬(κ4≤ κ6))}. Sinceκ4 =
κ4uκ5 = (κ1uκ3)u (κ1uκ2) = κ1uκ2uκ3≤ κ2uκ3 = κ6, it follows thatΦ1 |= (κ4≤ κ6). Thus,
Φ2 is unsatisfiable.

To close this section, the basic complexity results for questions of satisfiability are recalled. The
proof of 2.7 may be found in [17].

2.6 Important problems on open specifications Let S= (P,Φ) be an open specification.

Satisfiability: DoesS have a model? In other words, does there exist an interpretation M such that
M |= Φ?

Query solution: Givenϕ ∈ Constraints(P), doesΦ |= ϕ hold?

2.7 Theorem — complexity results Let S= (P,Φ) be an open specification.

(a) The satisfiability problem forS is NP-complete.

(b) The query solution problem forS is co-NP-complete.

These results remain valid even when the context is limited to positive constraints. The size of an
instance is the length of the associated formula; that is,Length(Φ) for the satisfiability problem forS
andLength(Φ∪{ϕ}) for the query solution problem.2

Thus, the problems of satisfiability and query solution do not admit tractable solutions unless
P = NP [15]. In the following two sections, a more restrictive but nonetheless useful framework
is identified for which these problems admit solutions whichare no worse than deterministically
quadratic.

3. Translation to Propositional Logic
In this section, it is shown how to translate constraints into formulas in propositional logic, so that
well-known inference algorithms within that context may bebrought to bear on the problem of infer-
ence. The basic ideas appear in [18], although the directionwhich they are taken is quite different in
that paper.
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3.1 One-element models and propositional logic Let P be a set of clean types. Define the propo-
sitional logicLP to have as proposition symbols the set{�τ | τ ∈ Aug(P)}. Also, within this context,
falseandtrue will be used to denote special propositions which always have the values false and true,
respectively. Forϕ ∈ ElemConstr+(P), associate a formula

�
(ϕ) according to Table 3.

Constraintϕ Associated Logical Formula
�
(ϕ)

(
d
{τ1,τ2, ..,τn} ≤ τ) (�τ1∧�τ2∧ . . .∧�τn)⇒ �τ

(τ≤
F

{τ1,τ2, ..,τn}) �τ⇒ (�τ1∨�τ2∨ . . .∨�τn)

Table 3: Translation from constraints to propositional logic.

The definition of
�
(ϕ) for a formulaϕ∈Constraints(P) is the obvious extension of that in Table 3.

More precisely,
�
(ϕ1∧ϕ2∧ . . .∧ϕn) =

�
(ϕ1)∧

�
(ϕ2)∧ . . .∧

�
(ϕn),

�
(ϕ1∨ϕ2∨ . . .∨ϕn) =

�
(ϕ1)∨

�
(ϕ2)∨ . . .

∨
�
(ϕn), and

�
((¬ϕ)) = (¬

�
(ϕ)).

For a setΦ ⊆ Constraints(P), define
�
(Φ) = {

�
(ϕ) | ϕ ∈ Φ}. Further, forϕ ∈ Constraints(P),

define
�
(ϕ) =

�
(ϕ) andDisjuncts(

�
(ϕ)) = {

�
(ψ) | ψ ∈ Disjuncts(ϕ)}. Length(

�
(ϕ)) is defined to be

the actual length of the string. It is important to note thatO(Length(ϕ)) = O(Length(
�
(ϕ))), although

the actual lengths may differ.
There is a natural association of semantics corresponding to this syntactic pairing. LetM =

({a},
�
) be any one-element semantics forP. For LP, define the interpretation

�
(M) to be true on

the propositions in the set{�τ ∈ Aug(P) |
�
(τ) = {a}}, and false otherwise. The following result is

immediate; however, note carefully that it applies only to one-element models. More complex models
must be realized as products, as described further on in thissection.

3.2 Characterization of one-element models Let (P,Φ) be an open specification, and letM =
({a},

�
) be a one-element semantics forP. ThenM is a model of(P,Φ) iff

�
(M) is a model of

�
(Φ).

2

3.3 Examples The translations to propositional logic of the three sets of2.5 are now presented.
First,

�
(Φ0) = {((�κ1∧�κ2)⇒ �κ5), (�κ5⇒ �κ1), (�κ5⇒ �κ2), ((�κ2∧�κ3)⇒ �κ6), (�κ6⇒ �κ2), (�κ6⇒

�κ3), ((�κ1∧�κ3)⇒ �κ4), (�κ4⇒ �κ1), (�κ4⇒ �κ3), ((�κ3∧�κ9)⇒ false), (�κ1⇒ �κ8), (�κ2⇒ �κ8), (�κ3⇒
�κ8), (�κ4 ⇒ �κ5), (�κ7 ⇒ �κ4), (�κ7 ⇒ �κ6)}. A few notes are in order. First of all, constraints are
written in atomic form. Thus, the translation of(

d
{κ1,κ2}= κ5) is expressed as the set{((�κ1∧�κ2)⇒

�κ5), (�κ5 ⇒ �κ1), (�κ5 ⇒ �κ2)}. It could just as well have been expressed with the single formula
((�κ1∧�κ2)⇒ �κ5)∧(�κ5⇒ �κ1)∧(�κ5⇒ �κ2). Second, the constraint(

d
{κ3,κ9}=⊥) is represented by

((�κ3∧�κ9)⇒ false). Strictly following the translation rules, the formulas(false⇒ �κ3) and(false⇒
�κ7) should be included as well, but each is trivially true, and soomitted.

�
(Φ1) =

�
(Φ0) ∪ {(¬(�κ1 ⇒ �κ2))∨(¬(�κ2 ⇒ �κ1)), (¬(�κ1 ⇒ �κ3))∨(¬(�κ3 ⇒ �κ1)), (¬(�κ2 ⇒

�κ3))∨(¬(�κ3 ⇒ �κ2))}, which may be written as {(�κ1∧(¬�κ2))∨(�κ2∧(¬�κ1)),
(�κ1∧(¬�κ3))∨(�κ3∧(¬�κ1)), (�κ2∧(¬�κ3))∨(�κ3∧(¬�κ2))}.�

(Φ2) =
�
(Φ0)∪ {(¬(�κ4 ⇒ �κ6))}, which is equivalent to

�
(Φ0)∪ {�κ4∧(¬�κ6)}. While this is

also logically equivalent to
�
(Φ0)∪{�κ4,(¬�κ6)}, it is not appropriate to break up�κ4∧(¬�κ6) into two
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separate formulas. The reason is that the algorithms to follow which build models for the correspond-
ing constraints are based upon the ideas of 2.3. For a negative constraint to hold, the entire constraint
must hold on a single one-element projection of the model. Itis not adequate to have each conjunct
hold on a different projection.

3.4 A meta-algorithm for constructing models of open specifications In Figure 2, a meta-
algorithm for constructing models of open specifications ispresented. It is a “meta-algorithm” be-
cause it does not elaborate on data structures or upon how certain subroutines are implemented.

/* Construct a model for the open specification (P,Φ),
or report failure if no such model is possible. /*

1. Success ← true;
2. Pos_constraints ← {�(ϕ) | ϕ ∈ Constraints

+(Φ)};
3. Pool ← {�(ϕ) | ϕ ∈ Constraints

−(Φ)};
4. Model ← /0;
5. if (Pool = /0)
6. then
7. Model ← Build_model(Pos_constraints, true);
8. endif;
9. while (Success and (Pool 6= /0)) do
10. Neg_constraint ← Select_and_delete(Pool);
11. Local_model ← Build_model(Pos_constraints,Neg_constraint });
12. if (Local_model 6= /0)
13. then
14. Model ← Combine_models(Model,Local_model);
15. else
16. Success ← false;
17. endif
18. endwhile;

Figure 2: The meta-algorithm for constructing models.

The main idea is to combine the characterization of models presented in 2.3 with the translation
of 3.1, in realization of a strategy which operates within propositional logic. The control structure is
completely straightforward. Given an open specification(P,Φ), the variablePos constraints is set
to the propositional representation of the associated setΦ+ of positive constraints, whilePool is set
to the propositional representation of the setΦ− of negative constraints. IfPool is empty initially, a
model ofPos constraints is the only goal. Otherwise, elements are removed nondeterministically,
one-by-one, fromPool into the variableNeg constraint , and a model of each such set of the form
Pos constraints ∪{Neg constraint } is sought. The product of these models is the final result.

The description of a few details is in order. The functionBuild model does what its names
conveys. It takes a formula in the propositional logicLP, and produces a model. For convenience,
the constraints are given as two arguments, one a set of positive constraints, and the other a single
negative one. In the next section, a detailed expansion of this procedure for certain special classes of
constraints will be provided. For now, the details are left open.
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The callCombine models(Model,Local model) computes the product ofModel andLocal model ,
as defined in 2.2, providedModel is not /0. If Model = /0, then the call returnsLocal model .

The meta-algorithm is a bit naı̈ve in that it computes a modelfor each negative constraint. Thus,
for example, on the setΦ1 of 2.5 and 3.3, it will compute and combine three one-elementmodels,
even though a solution consisting of only two such models is possible, as illustrated in 2.5. To avoid
computing such extra models, a strategy of testing and re-use is necessary.

The dominant component of this meta-algorithm, in terms of time complexity, is line 14. In the
general case, to build a model of the sentence presented to the procedure will require time which is
exponential in the size of the formula. However, by judiciously choosing the type of formulas which
are considered in this step, the complexity may be reduced dramatically. It is to this point that the
discussion now turns.

4. A Computationally Tractable Class of Open Specifications
The results of 2.7 indicate that the management of general, open type hierarchies is likely to be
inherently intractable computationally. This does not mean, of course, that no such management
is possible. Rather, it indicates that compromises need to be made in certain directions. One such
direction was developed in [18], in which full management was eschewed in favor of the ability to
handle certain classes of queries efficiently. In this work,a different direction is taken, in which the
class of open specifications itself is pared back, with the result that all queries may be supported in a
tractable fashion.

4.1 Horn clauses and Horn sentences In a propositional logic, aHorn clauseis one in which at
most one of the literals is positive. Thus, the most general form of such a clause is¬p1∨¬p2∨..∨¬pn∨q,
with thepi ’s andq propositions from the extant logic. Horn clauses are of central importance in com-
puter science because, on the one hand, they are useful in theformal representation of and inference
upon a wide variety of important concepts [20], and, on the other hand, satisfiability of a set of such
sentences may be determined in time linear in the size of the formulas [11].

There are four classes of Horn clauses. If there are no negative literals (i.e., n = 0), the Horn
clause is called afact, and written as simplyp. If there are both negative and positive literals, the
above clause is often inimplication form, asp1∧p2∧..∧pn⇒ q, and is called arule. If there are no
positive literals, the clause¬p1∨¬p2∨..∨¬pn is often re-written asp1∧p2∧..∧pn⇒ false, and is called
a constraint. Finally, the empty clause (which is always false) is also a Horn clause, and is written
false.

A conjunction of Horn clauses is called aHorn sentence, and certain abbreviations are used
in this regard. Specifically, a formula of the form(p1∧p2∧ . . .∧pn)⇒ (q1∧q2∧ . . .∧qm) is to be re-
garded as an abbreviation for the conjunction((p1∧p2∧ . . .∧pn)⇒ q1)∧((p1∧p2∧ . . .∧pn)⇒ q2)∧ . . .
∧((p1∧p2∧ . . .∧pn)⇒ qm). In this case, thepi ’s are called theantecedents, and theqi ’s the conse-
quents, of the sentence.

For any setΨ of Horn sentences, defineFacts(Ψ) to be the set of all propositions which are true
in every model ofΨ. DefineMinMod(Ψ) to be the interpretation which is true on those propositions
in Facts(Ψ), and false otherwise. It is a remarkable property of Horn sentences that ifΨ is satisfiable,
thenMinMod(Ψ) is a model ofΨ.

The idea behind the model-building algorithm is extremely simple, and in fact resembles classical
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rule algorithms for expert systems [5]. LetF denote a variable which is to be set at completion to
Facts(Ψ) if Ψ is satisfiable; otherwise, failure will be flagged. One begins by settingF to the set
of clauses inΨ which are facts, and and “fires” those rules, all of whose antecedents lie inF. The
consequents of the fired rules are added toF, and the process continues. If any constraint fires, there
is no model. Otherwise,F= Facts(Ψ) when the process terminates. The nontrivial aspect is to employ
data and control structures which render this process computable in linear time. For details, the reader
is referred to the original paper [11], or to the report [16, Sec. 3], which contains an exposition of this
algorithm for propositional logic as background to an extended version for feature structures.

A Horn disjunctionis a sentence of the formψ1∨ψ2∨ . . .∨ψn, with eachψi a Horn sentence. Since
any formula which is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) [12, pp. 48-49] is a Horn disjunction, any
sentence is equivalent to a Horn disjunction. Nonetheless,there exists an algorithm which deter-
mines whether the formula is satisfiable, and builds a model if one exists, which has the same time
complexity as the algorithm for Horn sentences.

4.2 Proposition — Complexity of satisfiability for disjunctions Letψ = ψ1∨ψ2∨ . . .∨ψn be any
disjunction of Horn sentences in propositional logic. The time required to testψ for satisfiability is
bounded by O(Length(ψ)). In the case thatψ is satisfiable, a model may be constructed within these
same time bounds.

PROOF: One simply applies the Horn satisfiability test and minimalmodel construction to theψi ’s,
in turn, until one is found which is true, or until all have been tested.2

Note that while the algorithm for Horn disjunctions has the same complexity as that for Horn
sentences, there is no corresponding notion of a least model(MinMod({ψ)}), since one may need to
chose among several alternatives.

4.3 Horn constraints The members ofConstraints(P) which correspond to Horn sentences and
Horn disjunctions are of central importance. Formally, letPbe a set of clean types.ϕ∈Constraints(P)
is called asimple Horn constraintif

�
(ϕ) is a Horn sentence in the logicLP, and adisjunctive Horn

constraintif
�
(ϕ) is a Horn disjunction in the logicLP. Strictly speaking, every simple Horn con-

straintϕ is a disjunctive Horn constraint, sinceϕ may be viewed as the disjunction of exactly one
Horn sentence. However, to avoid any confusion, the termgeneralized Horn constraintwill be used
to identify any constraint which is either simple Horn or disjunctive Horn.

In 2.5 and 3.3,Φ0 is a set of simple Horn constraints, since there is no negation involved. Φ1

is a set of generalized Horn constraints; the translations of the inequality constraints are disjunctive
Horn sentences, but not ordinary Horn sentences. As forΦ2, since the translation of the constraint
(¬(τ4≤ τ6)) is a Horn sentence, the constraint itself is simple Horn, andsoΦ2 is also a set of simple
Horn constraints.

Indeed, the only members ofConstraints(P) which are not disjunctive Horn are those which in-
volve positive disjunction which cannot be otherwise expressed. For example, the constraint(κ1∨κ2 =
κ8) is not a disjunctive Horn constraint. More precisely, the constraints which fail to be disjunctive
Horn are those which lie inConstraints+t (P), but not inConstraints+u (P). This is formalized in the
following. The proof is a simple verification, which is omitted.

4.4 Proposition — Characterization of Horn constraints Let P be a set of clean types.
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(a) Every element ofConstraints+u (P)∪ElemConstr−(P) is a simple Horn constraint.

(b) Every element ofConstraints+u (P)∪Constraints−(P) is a disjunctive Horn constraint.2

4.5 TheBuild model procedure for Horn constraints In Figure 3, a meta-algorithm for the
Build model procedure of Figure 2 which is specialized to Horn constraints is presented. This proce-
dure operates directly upon propositional formulas; the translation from constraints to such formulas
is performed in the main procedure of Figure 2. The input consists of two arguments; the first is a set
of Horn sentencesΨ, and the second is a single Horn disjunctionψ1∨ψ2∨ . . .∨ψm. The crux of the
algorithm is to decompose the Horn disjunction into its disjuncts{ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψm} (Line 4), and then
test iterativelyΨ∪{ψ1}, Ψ∪ {ψ2}, . . . , Ψ∪{ψn} for satisfiability (Lines 9-13), stopping when a
satisfiable set is found. The selection of a test element is nondeterministic; theψi ’s may be processed
in any order.

/* Construct a model of a Horn disjunction,
or report failure if no such model is possible. /*

1. Procedure Build_model (Pos_constraints: set_of Horn_s entences,
2. Neg_constraint: Horn_disjunction): Model;
3. Success ← false;
4. Pool ← Disjuncts(Neg_constraint);
5. if (Pool = /0)
6. then
7. Model ← Build__min_model(Pos_constraints);
8. else
9. while ((not Success) and (Pool 6= /0)) do
10. Neg_constraint ← Select_and_delete(Pool);
11. Local_model ← Build_min_model(Pos_constraints ∪{Neg_constraint });
12. if (Local_model 6= /0) then Success ← true; endif;
13. endwhile;
14. endif;
15. if Success then Return Local_model;
16. else Return false; endif;
17. endProcedure;

Figure 3: Constructing minimal models of disjunctive Horn constraints.

EachΨ∪{ψi} is a set of Horn sentences, and so the satisfaction-testing and model-building step
(Line 11) may be realized in timeLength(Ψ∪{ψi}). This, in turn, yields the following complexity
result.

4.6 Proposition — Complexity Let (P,Φ) be an open specification withΦ consisting of gener-
alized Horn constraints. The meta-algorithm of Figure 2, using the procedure of Figure 3, may be
realized with a worst-case time complexity bounded by O(Count∨(Φ−) ·Length(Φ+)+Length(Φ−)).
This complexity is no worse than O(Length(Φ)2).
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PROOF: Throughout this proof, it is assumed that the procedureBuild min model in the procedure of
Figure 3 may be executed in timeO(n), with n the length of the formula which is its argument. This
assumption is based upon the work of [11], mentioned in 4.1 above.

If Φ is empty, there is nothing to be done. Otherwise, there are two cases to consider. IfΦ− is
empty, then the procedureBuild model of Figure 3 is called exactly once, with

�
(Φ+) its first argu-

ment, and/0 its second. In this case, the procedureBuild min model is called only once, on the single
set of Horn sentences

�
(Φ+). This takes timeO(Length(Φ)). Otherwise, the main procedure (Figure

2) callsBuild model once for each elementψ∈
�
(Φ−) as the second argument, each time with

�
(Φ+)

as the first argument. In view of 4.2, the time for such a call isin O(∑ψi∈Disjuncts(ψ)(Length(Φ)+
Length(ψi)) = O(Count∨({ψ}) ·Length(Φ+)+Length(ψ)), since each such call toBuild min model

operates on a set of the form
�
(Φ+ ∪{ψi}), with ψi ∈ Disjuncts(ψi). The total time over all such

calls is thusO(∑ψ∈Φ−(Count∨({ψ}) · Length(Φ+)+Length(ψ)) = O(Count∨(Φ−) · Length(Φ+)+

Length(Φ−)), as required. The (extremely conservative) boundO(Length(Φ)2) follows from the fact
that Count∨(Φ−)≤ Length(Φ). 2

4.7 Examples Consider once again the example constraints of 2.5 and 3.3.Φ0 consists entirely
of positive constraints, and thusBuild model is called only once, which in turn callsBuild min model

once.
Next, note thatΦ+

1 = Φ0, while Φ−1 = {(κ1 6= κ2), (κ1 6= κ3), (κ2 6= κ3)}. Thus,Build model

is called three times, once for each element of{
�
(Φ0)∪{

�
((κ1 6= κ2))},

�
(Φ0)∪{

�
((κ1 6= κ3))},�

(Φ0)∪{
�
((κ2 6= κ3))}}. In turn, an element of the form

�
(κi 6= κ j) is represented as the disjunction

of two Horn sentences, so each call toBuild model results in two calls toBuild min model . According
to 4.6, there can be a maximum of six calls toBuild min model , since there are three constraints in
Φ−1 , and each such constraint consists of exactly two disjuncts. Thus, the algorithm of Figure 2 calls
Build model at most three times, and each such call involves at most two calls to Build min model .
However, there will actually be only three such calls, sincefor each element ofΦ−1 , both disjuncts are
satisfiable, and a model will be found in Line 11 of Figure 3 forwhichever is chosen first.

Observe thatΦ+
2 = Φ0 as well, whileΦ−2 = {(¬(κ4 ≤ κ6))}. As noted in 3.3,

�
(Φ−2 ) must be

written using the single formula{�κ4∧(¬�κ6)}. Thus, there will be only one (unsuccessful) call to
Build model and toBuild min model in this case.

Finally, the result of 4.6 may be used to obtain much better bounds on the complexity of the
satisfiability and query solution problems identified in 2.6than are provided in the general case of
2.7.

4.8 Theorem — Tractable cases of satisfiability and query solution Let S= (P,Φ) be an open
specification withΦ consisting of generalized Horn constraints.

(a) The question of whetherS has a model is decidable in worst-case time
O(Count∨(Φ−) ·Length(Φ+)+Length(Φ−)).

(b) Let ϕ ∈ Constraints+(P)∪Constraints−u (P), and setΦ′ = Φ∪ {¬ϕ}. The query which asks
whetherΦ |= ϕ holds is answerable in time O(Count∨(Φ′−) ·Length(Φ′+)+Length(Φ′−)).

PROOF: Part (a) follows immediately from 4.6. For part (b), the keyis to observe that ifϕ ∈
Constraints+(P)∪Constraints−u (P), then¬ϕ ∈ Constraints−(P)∪Constraints+u (P). This can be seen
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easily from the formulations in Table 1. Thus, in view of 4.4(b), Φ∪{¬ϕ} is a set of disjunctive Horn
constraints, whence the result follows from 4.6.2

By using the characterization of 4.4(b) and the simplified complexity characterization in the last
line of 4.6, a simplified view of the above theorem may be obtained. Indeed, NP-completeness are
co-NP-completeness are replaced by a bound which is deterministically quadratic.

4.9 Corollary LetS=(P,Φ) be an open specification with the property thatΦ⊆Constraints+u (P)∪
Constraints−(P).

(a) The question of whetherShas a model is decidable in worst-case time O(Length(Φ)2).

(b) Let ϕ ∈ Constraints+(P)∪ Constraints−u (P). The query which asks whetherΦ |= ϕ holds is
answerable in time O((Length(Φ)+Length(ϕ))2). 2

5. Conclusions and Further Directions
An algorithm for efficient inference on a class of open specifications for type hierarchies has been
presented. The constraints which are supported include allmeet constraints and inequality constraints,
as well as type subsumption. This class is more substantial than that which is typically supported in
closed systems. Nonetheless, the complexity of the algorithm is very competitive, with a running time
between linear and quadratic in the length of the specification, depending upon the exact flavor of the
constraints.

A key topic for future study is that of open queries. In the system described in this paper, queries
of the formΦ |= (

d
S= τ) are supported. However, it is often desirable to compute a glb, and not just

confirm or deny a conjecture. Thus, it is important to supportqueries of the formΦ |= (
d

S= x), with
x a variable which is to be bound to a type. The obvious approachis to extend the framework of this
paper to one with a basic form of quantification over types; that is, to a first-order logic. However,
such a direct approach is likely to result in unacceptably high computational overhead. A more
promising approach is to maintain compiled information about glb’s. For closed, static hierarchies,
such a technique has been proposed in [1]. One direction which is currently being developed is to
employ such a strategy of precompiled information for fast computation of glb’s, but with dynamic
maintenance features which admit modification as constraints are added and deleted.

A further topic which is under investigation is the extension of the existing framework to at least
a limited class of positive join constraints. As noted previously, including all positive constraints
results in the associated problems becoming NP- or co-NP- complete. This is the case even when
various natural restrictions are placed upon properties such as height and fanout in the hierarchy [17,
Sec. 2.3]. Thus, current investigations are focused upon employing heuristic techniques related to fast
algorithms for satisfiability [23].
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